
Description
This lavishly restored, bright, and spacious urban mansion combines classic colonial style elements
and modern industrial  design to create an extravagant living concept with a special  feel-good
atmosphere. Its location in the heart of the popular Centro neighborhood of Barrio de Santiago
guarantees short distances to Mérida's most popular tourist attractions in the historical city center
such as theatres, galleries, museums, fine restaurants, etc. 

Already the entrance area with its high beamed ceilings, colorful pasta tiles, and partially plastered
walls take the residents and visitors of the house into another world. The extraordinary and elegant
design, which smoothly transitions from colonial style to a noble industrial design the deeper you go
into the house, is a common thread throughout the entire property and is also continued in the
design of the outdoor area. Every corner of the property is well thought out and designed.

In total, the two-story house offers three bedrooms, one of which is easily accessible on the ground
floor.  All  bedrooms  have  en-suite  bathrooms.  The  two  spacious  master  bedrooms  also  offer  a
dressing room and an atrium. 

In addition to the entrance hall and one of the master bedrooms, the ground floor accommodates
a living room, a large and bright living, and dining area, and a fully equipped kitchen. On top of
that,  there is  a guest  toilet  and a room for  the water  treatment  installations at the rear of  the
building, which can also be used as a storage room.

A wide staircase leads from the central living, and dining area, to the common area on the upper
floor. From here depart the two bedrooms already mentioned. The well-kept "low maintenance"
garden with trees and tropical plants is divided into a rest area and an active area with a pool and
covered terrace. 
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When equipping the house, the use of high-quality components and materials had a top priority. All
rooms are air-conditioned throughout, and some are equipped with ceiling fans. The house is sold
furnished except for art and personal items. More information about the equipment as well as the
surroundings of the house can be found in the following sections Facts and Location. 

Facts
HIGHLIGHTS

 BRAND NEW! - FIRST OCCUPANCY AFTER 
RESTORATION

 TOP LOCATION NEAR PARK SANTIAGO

 EXTRAVAGANT COLONIAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGN

 FURNISHED, INCL. FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN

HARD FACTS 

 Year of construction｜2022 

 Year of latest renovation｜-- 

 Alignment｜North-South

 Lot｜371 m2 (3,990 ft2)

 Width x Length｜11 m x 36 m

 Construction｜377 m2 (4,063 ft2)

HOUSE AND LOT

GROUND FLOOR

 Entrance hall (reception area)

 Living room

 Salon (living and dining room)

 Fully equipped kitchen 

 Luxurious bedroom with inner garden, 
en-suite bathroom, and dressing room

 Half bathroom

 Storage- and machinery room

UPPER FLOOR

 Luxurious master bedroom with halation,
en-suite bathroom, and dressing room

 Common area

 Regular bedroom with en-suite bathroom
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OUTDOOR AREA

 Elegant low maintenance garden with 
relaxation area and active area, 
including trees and tropical plants

 Pool with fountain

 Covered terrace

FURTHER FEATURES

 Extravagant colonial and industrial 
design

 Furnished (excl. art and personal items)

 Air conditioners

 Ceiling fans

 High-quality equipment and materials 
(windows, doors, tiles, ...)

 High beamed ceilings
 Colorful Talavera tiles

 Fully equipped kitchen with gas stove, 
oven, hood, dishwasher, refrigerator, …

 Water filtration system

 Hydropneumatic water pressure system

 Potable water and well

 Cistern

 Current electrical installation

 Bio septic tank

 High-speed internet available

Location
Mérida is both the capital of the state of Yucatan and the administrative seat of the municipality of
Mérida.  Its  turbulent  history  dates  back  to  the  time of  the  ancient  Mayan civilization.  The  city
received its name in 1542 from the Spanish conquistador Francisco de Montejo, in whose honor
Mérida's main boulevard, Paseo de Montejo, was named. Numerous, splendid colonial buildings in
the historic city center still bear witness to the former wealth of the city and give it a unique flair. In
terms of tourism, Mérida is considered the gateway to the world of the Maya. Every year, thousands
of visitors start from here to explore the world-famous Mayan sites such as Chichen Itzá and Uxmal.

From the point of view of its inhabitants, Mérida is above all a modern city with a very high quality of
life. As the entire state of Yucatan, the city is one of the safest regions in Mexico and, not least
because of this, is very popular with North American ex-pats, who choose Mérida as their preferred
domicile. The best hospital network in México also contributes to the great popularity. An excellent
health care system has been created here through medical cooperation with cities like Houston.
Some private clinics even surpass the standards of leading industrial nations. In addition, of course,
the generally good weather is a decisive factor in the well-being of the city's residents.
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With almost 400 years of history, Barrio de Santiago is one of the oldest neighborhoods in Merida.
With its colorful facades of lovingly restored colonial homes, Santiago is today by far one of the
most sought-after residential addresses in the city center. Many Americans and Canadians have
already realized the dream of their individually designed colonial home here.

The cultural center of the district is the popular Santiago Park, with numerous market stalls, stores,
and the Santiago Apóstol Church. The park is also a regular venue for a wide variety of events. But
not only is  the Santiago neighborhood itself  extremely  attractive,  its  central  location in the city
center,  with  short  distances  to  Mérida's  tourist  attractions,  theaters,  galleries,  museums,  good
restaurants, etc. ensures the neighborhood's constant high popularity among locals and tourists.

The combination of its fantastic location, colonial architecture, and its wide range of cultural and
leisure activities makes Barrio de Santiago unique and one of the hottest places to live in the city!

DISTANCES FROM THE PROPERTY TO

 Parque Santiago｜200 m (660 ft)

 Mérida English Library (MEL)｜950 m (0.6 mi)

 Plaza Grande｜1 km (0.62 mi)

 Teatro José Peón｜1.1 km (0.68 mi)

 Parque Santa Lucía｜1.2 km (0.75 mi)

 ADO Estación de autobuses Centro ｜1.2 KM (0.75 mi)

 Parque Santa Ana｜1.6 KM (1.0 mi)

 Mérida International Airport｜6.5 km (4.0 mi)
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PROPERTY LOCATION
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Floor Plan
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Picture Selection
Further pictures are available on demand.
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